TAMA KING-BEAT BASS DRUM PEDAL
NO. 6755

1. Compression Spring—Most pedals employ an expansion spring which can stretch and break. The compression spring has excellent durability and very smooth action.

2. Spring Cam—The King-Beat spring is cam actuated, giving a quick and positive stroke with the least pedal pressure.

3. New Footboard—Instead of a conventional flat footboard, the Tama King Beat features a special curved footboard to fit the natural curvature of the sole of your shoe. The built-in toe stopper keeps your foot from slipping for more positive action. Another Tama exclusive is the unique heel height adjustment—completely independent of other adjustments, allowing you the most comfortable angle.

4. Compact Design—Less time to set up and break down with the one-touch rim clamp. The King-Beat can be packed away easily without extensive breakdown.

5. Nylon Pushrod Bushing—Spring pushrod is seated in a nylon bushing eliminating noise and play.

6. Quick Spring Adjustment—The compression spring is contained in a sealed housing to keep the lubricant in and the dirt out. The simple external adjustment is quick and easy with memory-mark references on the spring housing.

SPARTAN series
NO. 6922 straight
NO. 6924 Boom

SPARTAN series
NO. 6921 Short

TITAN series
NO. 6892 Straight
NO. 6893 Double angle
NO. 6894 Boom
NO. 6891 Short

SNARE STANDS
SPARTAN
TITAN
MERCURY

NO. 6920
NO. 6890
NO. 6870

NO. 6925
NO. 6895
NO. 6875

Cymbal Stands
Hi-Hat Stands